POSITION TITLE: Summer Civil or Structural Engineering Intern

POSITION LOCATIONS: Las Vegas

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
Sigma Engineering Solutions is a private consulting engineering firm that specializes in the design of Bridge, Structural, Heavy Civil, and transportation related structures. Our services include a specialty practice division that provides structural engineering and field support of demolition and construction engineering projects. We are looking for a qualified candidate to fill a Full-time position as a Civil or Structural Engineering Intern.

Sigma offers a unique career environment focused on the practice and application of complex engineering theory and design, along with an atmosphere of innovation and hands-on team participation. Our work includes the design and participation in large, complex projects, with a wide variety of engineering challenges and innovations. Sigma has established itself as a high-end, technical firm, providing innovative, cost-effective, design solutions for some of the most challenging design and construction projects throughout the U.S., and abroad.

DESIRED MAJORS: Civil Engineering

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION:
To be eligible for this program, you must have
• U.S. citizenship
• 3 years course study in civil or structural engineering

PREFERRED QUALIFICATION: Completed E.I.T

POSITION STATUS: Full-time

SALARY, WAGE AND/OR BENEFIT INFORMATION: $18 + Benefits

HOW TO APPLY:
Interested students should send a resume to gcarrow@sigmanv.com

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec 31, 2019